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IAIS turns 21, leaves some old
friends behind

AMSTERDAM — Amsterdam, capital of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands and host to the 21st annual meeting of
the International Association of Insurance Supervisors
(IAIS), is a city familiar with the power of water. Almost
completely below sea level, Amsterdam survives because
of a combination of canals and ingenious construction.
US regulators and industry representatives at the IAIS
meeting may well have envied the Dutch and their mastery
of the ocean, because often it seemed that like King
Canute, US stakeholders were trying unsuccessfully to hold
back the waves.
Primary among these was the adoption of insurance
capital standards (ICS). US regulators and industry
representatives had long argued against the adoption of
such standards for numerous reasons. Among them was
the concern that there had been no real justification for
such an adoption, aside from the fact that both European
and banking regulators preferred capital standards as a
major solvency tool.
But with the G20’s Financial Stability Board (FSB) having
spoken, the insurance supervisors had little option but
to begin the adoption of capital standards, though to
many the speed of adoption was both unseemly and
an invitation to tempt the fickle gods of unintended
consequences.
So the first of a series of insurance capital standards
was adopted despite the history of US opposition. The
basic capital requirements (BCR) will apply only to those
insurers designated as global systemically important
insurers (G-SIIs). To some observers, as capital standards
go, these were the easy ones. Next in line are higher loss
absorbency requirements (HLA) and the risk-based ICS.
The BCR is expected to inform the development of the
HLA, which also will apply to G-SIIs. The ICS will apply to
internationally active insurance groups (IAIG).

Definition of acronyms:
BCR
Basic Capital Requirements
FIO
Federal Insurance Office
FSB
G20’s Financial Stability Board
FSOC
Financial Stability Oversight Council
G-SIIs
Global Systemically Important Insurers
HLA
Higher Loss Absorbency Requirements
IAIG
Internationally Active Insurance Groups
IAIS
International Association of Insurance Supervisors
ICS
Insurance Capital Standards
IIF
Institute of International Finance
NAIC
National Association of Insurance Commissioners
NCOIL
National Conference of Insurance Legislators

Transparency and openness was another battle fought and
lost by US representatives. As part of its reorganization,
the IAIS had chosen to end a long-standing practice
of granting access to meetings to observers, a group
distinguished by its ability and willingness to pay the
observer fees charged by the IAIS.
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For industry and other stakeholders, observer status
had been a significant way to observe and influence
the development of international standards at a time
when insurance regulation is increasingly globalized and
centralized. The IAIS said it was ending observer status
in order to provide a level playing field and increased
openness and efficiency.
Many stakeholders disagreed. Some argued that if the IAIS
wished to increase openness and transparency, ending
a pay-to-play policy may be a good start. However, the
logical follow-up would then be to allow access to all, not
to deny such access to everyone.

Under the new IAIS policy, stakeholder involvement would
be at the invitation of the IAIS and at periods specified
by the IAIS. Consumers, industry representatives, and
even some quasi-regulators such as the Financial Stability
Oversight Council’s (FSOC) Roy Woodall, would no longer
have access to IAIS meetings.
Behind closed doors, IAIS members voted to institute the
new policy.
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IAIS executives attempted to convey the message that
they still welcomed stakeholder input and would seek to
work with stakeholders. But at the first IAIS meeting where
tweets were broadcast across the big screens, the closed
nature of the next IAIS meeting in Morocco inspired,
perhaps partly in jest, a new hashtag: #OccupyMarrakesh.
Whether the IAIS manages to mollify stakeholders in the
meantime, or if Marrakesh becomes the first Occupy
movement on an expense account, the IAIS — in the end
an organization with the power to suggest but not impose
requirements — may have stirred concerns with changes
adopted at this meeting.
Already tangling with US state regulators who helped form
it more than 20 years ago, and with state legislators at the
National Conference of Insurance Legislators (NCOIL) who
have fiercely opposed its capital requirements, the IAIS has
now raised hackles in Congress.
Representative Randy Neugebauer (R-TX), who chairs the
House Financial Services Subcommittee on Housing and
Insurance told Politico he was considering holding hearings
on the IAIS this fall, saying, “Consumers and insurers
deserve a voice at the table. To shut them out would be
counterproductive to the health of the global
financial system.”

At the first IAIS meeting where tweets
were broadcast across the big screens,
the closed nature of the next IAIS
meeting in Morocco inspired, perhaps
partly in jest, a new hashtag:
#OccupyMarrakesh
Politico also reported that House Financial Services
Subcommittee on Housing and Insurance Ranking
Member Representative Michael Capuano (D-MA) sent
a letter to the heads of the Federal Reserve, Treasury’s
Federal Insurance Office (FIO) and the NAIC saying it was
important that US policy holders and companies have
“an ability to contribute substantively via a
transparent process.”
It may be the irony of the last open meeting of the IAIS
that as it triumphantly adopted its first set of capital
requirements, it may also have made it more difficult to
find support among the US federal and state legislators
and regulators needed to implement them.
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Dutch Finance Minister calls for IAIS to
build on SII

Dutch Finance Minister welcomes the IAIS
Photo courtesy of the IAIS

Dutch Finance Minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem welcomed
delegates to the IAIS meeting with a speech that extolled
the virtues of European insurance regulation and invited
the IAIS to copy work done in Europe, such as the often
delayed Solvency II.
“Here in Europe we have improved financial regulation
and supervision,” the finance minister said. “We took
meaningful steps toward European integration, not only to
break the vicious cycle between financial institutions and
governments and protect taxpayers, but also to get credit
flowing again.”
Praising Solvency II, Dijsselbloem said, “Solvency II
improves the financial health of insurers, in particular the
resistance to financial shocks with a harmonized set of
accounting and capital rules at European level.”
Noting that the worldwide economy was not yet
stable and would continue to provide new challenges,
Dijsselbloem said that should be an incentive to choose
less risk-taking and more prudence.

Referencing one of the most famous Dutch works of art,
Dijsselbloem told the gathering that while Rembrandt was
creating The Night Watch in the 17th century, a Dutch
statesman, Johan de Witt, developed an accurate way of
calculating life and annuity premiums, and wrote a book
about the use of age-dependent survival rates.
“For many in the insurance world. It has been valuable
to build on his work,” Dijsselbloem said. “In a somewhat
similar vein, I hope that the IAIS will build on the work and
experience of the EU with respect to Solvency II, a system
that clearly introduces modern risk-based supervisory roles,
a system that has been carefully crafted and tested, and a
system that will no doubt be a subject of your discussions
during this conference.”
Asked about complaints of excessive regulation,
Dijsselbloem said it was, “Not my greatest concern at the
moment that we have too much regulation…[keeping in
mind] the financial shock of 2008.”
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Observer hearing on ICS hears
differing views

If there was one takeaway from the ICS observer hearing
held before the IAIS annual meeting, it was that there was
nothing close to agreement as to what the capital
standard should be.
FIO Director Michael T. McRaith and the NAIC’s Elise
Liebers co-chaired the hearing, which featured five
presentations from representatives of diverse geographical
areas. The popularity of the hearing was such that extra
chairs had to be jammed into the venue in order to
accommodate the overflow crowd.
The European presentation from Insurance Europe/the
German Insurance Federation began by noting that 30%
of the premiums of Europe’s top 20 insurers came from
outside Europe, and called for a consolidated group wide
balance sheet basis for measuring capital adequacy. The
representative said the ICS should aim at comparable
outcomes.
They called for market valuation of assets and for liabilities
to be valued on a best estimate cash flow projection that
they suggested not be conservative. Available capital
would be the difference between assets on the one hand
and liabilities and subordinated liabilities on the other.
Available capital should be determined on the basis of full
fungibility within the group, the Europeans suggested.

They called for the ICS to not be oversimplified. However,
like many speakers at the hearing and throughout the
conference, they noted the timing remained ambitious.
“We are not sure of the necessity…for speed in this
particular case,” they said.
The representative of the German Insurance Federation
noted its support for ICS, but also called on supervisors to
avoid overly complex details at the beginning. Principles
one, four, five, and seven of the insurance core principles
(ICPs) were of the greatest importance, the representative
said, calling consistent valuation the most important,
across all jurisdictions and all businesses.
Asked by McRaith how “consistent” would be defined, the
representative said there was not yet enough clarity. There
was first a need to define the ICS, then a way of checking
if a particular regime was consistent with it.
Asked by Liebers about the fungibility of capital in stressful
times, the representatives said they were referring to
capital in excess of local regulatory requirements. The
representatives declined to answer a question on discount
rates, saying that there was not enough detail as of yet.
The Insurance Europe representative noted that in its view,
the use of internal models allowed for more simplicity in
the rest of the framework.
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Representatives of the General Insurance Association of
Japan and the Life Insurance Association of Japan speaking
on behalf of that country’s insurers said there were two
ways to use the ICS without creating duplication. They
called on legislators to give consideration on how to use
ICS, suggesting it be used as an early warning indicator.
They also called on regulators to ensure that the global
standard was sufficiently consistent with each jurisdiction’s
existing standards.
Even when the ICS was used as an early warning indicator,
there should be no supervisory intervention below the
prescribed capital requirements (PCR) of the jurisdiction,
they said. They also called for the use of a grace period
after that early warning, reflecting the difference between
insurance and banking, and that there was no real concern
about a run on an insurance company as there would
be on a bank.

Representatives of two of the world’s largest insurance
companies spoke for their home markets in China. They
called on regulators to consider the consequences of the
ICS on the insurance industry in emerging economies and
on companies’ participation in the development of those
economies. Issues were raised including the lack of certain
financial instruments in emerging economies.
Representatives of the North American Council of Chief Risk
Officers provided the US perspective with their cash flow
model.
Representatives of the Geneva Association and the Institute
of International Finance (IIF) expressed concerns. They
thought the prescriptive ICS were not achievable within the
proposed IAIS timeframe, saying, “[The] lack of clarity was
reflected in the different discussions we had this afternoon.”

Asked by Florida Commissioner Kevin McCarty about the
use of internal models and the effect on comparability,
the Japanese representative said they did not insist on full
internal models in their proposal, but would use models
for certain specific risks such as catastrophe risk in order to
maintain comparability.
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Huff calls on IAIS to address risky
behaviors, protect policyholders

Missouri Insurance Director John Huff
Photo courtesy of the IAIS

If the United States, birthplace and first home of the
IAIS, had to lose in the fight against capital standards
and transparency, the keynote speech to the IAIS annual
meeting by Missouri Insurance Director John Huff made
clear that US state regulators would not go gently into that
good night. In a fiery defense of US regulation at the last
open meeting of the IAIS, Huff raged against what many
US stakeholders may well have considered the dying of
the light.
Noting the presence of a large US delegation, Huff said,
“The work of the IAIS is very important to the United
States.” He reminded the assemblage that the NAIC
provided the initial money, the seed staffing, and the
offices for the IAIS. Citing the Joplin tornado in his own
home state, he praised global reinsurance for its role in
rebuilding his city.

“Together we can develop standards and practices to
better protect our policyholders wherever they call home,”
he said. In a theme woven throughout his speech, Huff
praised diversity, reflecting the desire of US regulators to let
1000 regulatory flowers bloom in the midst of a potential
one-size-fits-all global ICS.
“We must remember that our decisions may have both
positive and negative implications for policyholders in our
home markets. Therefore we must be sure to consider the
unintended consequences of our work as it develops,”
he said. “We must leverage other supervisory powers to
complement capital so do we do not become overly reliant
on it.” Huff said there should be diverse approaches
to capital.
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“When it comes to core principles, let’s make them
principles,” he said. He called for the IAIS to work with
current supervisory systems rather than reshape them as
work on capital standards continued. He called on the
IAIS to “also take the time we need to develop standards
appropriate to the insurance industry, and resist the
pressure to homogenize regulation to treat all products
and all investments the same. To resist this pressure, our
work must be credible… It must be transparent.”
He said the IAIS should conduct its business in a very open
and transparent manner, reflecting US state regulators’
efforts to keep the IAIS from closing its meetings and
foreshadowing the NAIC’s unsuccessful stand against
that closure.
“We must ensure we have meaningful avenues of
engagement with all of our members, and with all of our
stakeholders at the various stages of IAIS deliberations,”
he said.
Huff also presented concerns over systemic risk
designations, including that the designation process
seemed “to involve a number of considerations other than
simply the clear identification of systemic risk.” He called
for any systemic risk designation to be temporary and
reversible. “No firm of similar size and scope should have
advantage over a similar firm,” he said.

especially the Europeans, on the issue of capital. He said
there was a difference between adding regulation and
reducing risk.
“Capital is merely an indirect mechanism for addressing
concerns and is unable to do so fully,” he said. Huff said
behaviors and actions should be addressed, not just
capital. “The primary focus should be on the identification
of specific activities that cause the concern and addressing
those activities through targeted tools.”
In another comment on current changes to the insurance
regulatory system, Huff said regulators should not be
protecting the stability of the financial system for large
counterparties, but for policyholders, small businesses,
and the like.
“At the core, the people we protect are the individuals
and families that rely on financial products to help folks
lead fulfilling lives and protect their livelihood,” Huff said.
He closed by calling on insurance regulators to ensure
their voices were heard at the organizations where many
decisions affecting insurance were being made.
“Whether at the FSB or the FSOC, we insurance supervisors
need to provide clear and unambiguous guidance about
how our sector functions to provide consumers with peace
of mind, and to provide the financial system with a pillar of
stability,” Huff said.

Huff also addressed the fundamental schism between the
United States and some other international regulators,

“We must ensure we have meaningful avenues of engagement with all of our
members, and with all of our stakeholders at the various stages of IAIS
deliberations”
-John Huff, Missouri Insurance Director
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New capital standards, same old
disagreements at panel discussion

The IAIS panel entitled “Insurance Capital Standards and
Basic Capital Requirements” was opened by moderator
Michael McRaith of the FIO with the news that the BCR, the
first of the IAIS capital standards, had just been released.
During the course of the panel, it became clear that not all
panelists supported the ICS, especially in its current form,
including a US regulator who made clear the continuing
US discomfort with the emphasis on capital.
A panelist from a Japanese life insurance company said he
was supportive of the ICS framework. He called it essential
to have a consistent standard, but warned that standards
should not discourage long term products because of
volatility. He called for the granular categorization of
different businesses with different risk profiles.
Noting the differences between insurers based on the
markets they served, he said that 84% of the claims
payment for the 2011 disaster in Japan from his company
were for protection products, with only 11% for savings
products. He called the use of internal capital models
necessary for true comparability.
Discussing the current economic climate and the effect of
the margin over current estimate (MOCE) calculation, he
noted that Japan had been able to survive a long period of
low interest rates because of savings in other areas such as
mortality and morbidity rates.

Pennsylvania Commissioner Michael Consedine reviewed
US regulatory improvements through the Solvency
Modernization Initiative (SMI). He compared the legal
entity approach that is the heart of US solvency regulation
to multiple bulkheads on a ship keeping the whole
enterprise afloat.
“We understand the importance of capital,” he said. “We
worry that fixating on capital is a mistake.”
Consedine expressed concern that policyholders would be
affected: “There has been too little emphasis placed on the
cost of what we hope to achieve at the international level.
A global ICS alone will not protect one company or one
economy.”
He drew parallels between the ICS and the inability of Basel
to prevent banking failures. He called for protection for
consumers and called on international regulators to “leave
it to individual jurisdictions to develop their own best way
forward.”
Consedine said a single standard was “unlikely” in the
near future, and probably unnecessary from his viewpoint.
He said the timeline should be set by regulators, perhaps
a reference to the FSB’s directive to the IAIS on capital
standards.
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The CEO of a large Dutch insurance and investment
management group noted that his company was not a
G-SII but was a probable IAIG. He called on regulators
to use local implementation for capital standards and to
use internal capital models. As did speakers at numerous
events, he called the timeframe for ICS “perhaps overly
ambitious,” noting that it took the EU 13 years to get
Solvency II in place and it was not there yet.
He warned of the potential consequences of getting it
wrong, and said that any ICS should have buy-in from all
major regulatory structures, should be transparent, and
done with industry involvement.
Svein Andresen, Secretary-General of the Financial Stability
Board (FSB), said the 2008 crisis led to the 2009 directive
to identify systemically risky institutions and create
policies and procedures including resolution frameworks,
appropriate loss absorbency capabilities, and effective
supervision.
He noted that the policies were developed first for banks,
and said the FSB “encouraged” the IAIS to develop
capital standards.
“We have followed it closely and we are very, very
pleased,” he said.

Consedine said, “I don’t see a global capital standard… as
a necessary stage (of group solvency regulation).”
“If you boil the ocean, it takes a long time to get it warm,”
said the Dutch CEO, calling for ICS to be compliant with
local regulations.
Andresen seemed to agree, saying it was important to
keep in mind these are minimum standards. “One-sizefits-all isn’t in effect in any country,” he said, noting it was
important to draw on the strength of different regimes.
Asked about the timetable, the FSB Secretary-General
said, “I think the IAIS should stick with this ambitious
timetable… There will be no perfect standard.”
He pointed out standards currently in effect, perhaps a
reference to Solvency II. Adoption of Solvency II, McRaith
wryly noted, had been suggested by the Dutch Finance
Minister in his welcome speech to the meeting. McRaith
asked Consedine about a US group capital standard, saying
the response to the need for group capital standards
seemed to be a “yes, but.”
“Let’s not move at a reckless speed,” Consedine retorted.
“There is a great desire to move forward with this work, so
long as no one needs to change,” McRaith said.

The CEO responded that respecting and understanding
local dynamics in emerging markets was very important.
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The ABCs of BCR

A signature achievement of the 2014 IAIS meeting was the adoption of the first insurance capital standards. This first set
of standards, called the basic capital requirements (BCR), will be followed in short order by at least two others: higher loss
absorbency requirements (HLA), and risk-based group insurance capital standards (ICS). The aim of these requirements is to
protect the economic system from shocks such as those felt during the last financial downturn.
But what is the BCR, and who does it affect? Here is a review of the BCR based on IAIS publications:
What is the BCR?
BCR is the first phase of group capital requirements to be created. It will only be imposed on G-SIIs, who must start reporting
on a confidential basis to groupwide supervisors in 2015. BCR will lead into HLA (also to be imposed only on G-SIIs, to be
completed in 2015 and informed by the BCR) by the year 2019. In 2016, the IAIS expects to have developed ICS (again
informed by BCR), which will be implemented by 2019 for Internationally Active Insurance Groups (IAIGs). US stakeholders
have mostly been opposed to group capital standards, but the G-20’s FSB directed the IAIS to produce them. One concern is
overreliance on capital as a solvency metric; another is a trickle-down effect on insurers not included in the original mandates.

How was the BCR constructed?
According to the IAIS, six basic principles informed its development.
Substantive principles were:
1. Major risk categories should be reflected (includes asset, liability, and non-insurance risks)
2. Outcomes should be comparable across jurisdictions
3. Resilience to stress (so it could function in a wide range circumstances and remain valid)
Construction principles were:
4. Simple design and presentation
5. Internal consistency
6. Optimize transparency and use of public data
This was field-tested on 34 groups this year.
How is it measured?
The basic measurement is the BCR ratio. That is the Total Qualifying Capital Purposes (for BCR) divided by the Required
Capital (for BCR). Capital is either core or additional, and additional capital cannot be more than 50% of required capital.
How is required capital calculated?
The IAIS says required capital will be constructed in three basic components: an insurance component (including
non-traditional activities); a banking component that applies the Basel III Leverage Ratio; and a component for other
non-insurance financial activities not currently subject to regulatory capital requirements. It will be calculated on a
consolidated group-wide basis for all financial and material non-financial activities of all entities within a group, unless the
risk from a given entity is deemed negligible. Fifteen factors are applied to defined segments of the group’s business and
their specified exposure methods within five main categories: Traditional Life insurance; Traditional Non-Life insurance;
Non-Traditional insurance; Assets; and Non-Insurance.
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What valuation approach is used?
A market-adjusted valuation approach beginning with IFRS or GAAP is used and adjusted for comparability.

What are the factors used?
BCR segment

Proxy measure for risk exposure

Factor

Factor value

Net Amount At Risk

a1

0.06%

Participating products

Net Current Estimate

a2

0.6%

Annuities

Net Current Estimate

a3

1.2%

Other life

Net Current Estimate

a4

0.6%

Property

Premium Measure

b1

6.3%

Motor

Net Current Estimate

b2

6.3%

Casualty

Net Current Estimate

b3

11.3%

Other non-life

Net Current Estimate

b4

7.5%

Variable annuities

Notional Value

c1

1.2%

Mortgage insurance

Risk in Force

c2

4.0%

GICS & Synthetic GICS

Notional Value

c3

1.1%

Other non-traditional15

Net Current Estimate

c4

1.3%

Credit - investment grade

Fair Value

d1

0.7%

Credit - non investment grade

Fair Value

d2

1.8%

Equity, real estate & non-credit investment assets

Fair Value

d3

8.4%

Traditional Life (TL)
Protection life
14

Traditional Non-Life (TNL)

Non-Traditional (NT)

Assets (A)

What is the impact of BCR?
Beginning in 2019, G-SIIs will be required to hold capital no lower than BCR plus HLA. That likely means increased
regulatory capital requirements for G-SIIs, the IAIS said.
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Regulators warned of “reckless prudence”

The first panel, “Looking Forward: Developments and Challenges in Insurance Supervision”
Photo courtesy of the IAIS

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of a large UK
insurance company proved to be the star of the first IAIS
panel, entitled “Looking Forward: Developments and
Challenges in Insurance Supervision.” Panel members urged
communication between regulators and the regulated, and
an understanding of the consequences of regulation.
The Chairman, the first speaker at the first panel of the
IAIS meeting, kicked off his presentation by encouraging
regulators to spend time at the Amsterdam coffee
shops — where coffee is not the item at the top of the
menu — and “chill out.” He noted that current economic
conditions were difficult for insurers, especially those who
had guaranteed products, and that regulators needed to
recognize that in developed markets, life insurance has
been struggling for a while. He cited the United Kingdom,
where there is a net outflow of premiums, as an example.

In what quickly became the most tweeted and repeated
line of the entire meeting, he cautioned regulators against
excessive regulation, which he characterized as “reckless
prudence.”
The Chairman said smoothing was no longer possible for
life insurers after all these difficult years, and cited a study
by one consulting group showing life insurers have earned
less than the cost of capital since 1985.
He said the study showed that most (85%) of the growth
in life insurance will come from emerging markets. To not
become irrelevant, the life insurance industry will have to
adapt to changing conditions, he said.
He cited the switch from defined benefit plans to defined
contribution ones, a change which shifted risk on to
15

individuals, as one driver for a change in life insurance
fortunes and practices. Regulators have to help in this
process of adaptation, he said. Regulation is no longer an
arcane debate between actuaries, he told the assemblage.
Regulators and industry are and must be closer than ever
before, he said.
He told the conference that with regulators having a
big impact on industry structure, they must consider the
impact of regulation on that structure. He cited a Bank of
England study showing one impact of current regulation
has been a “de-equitization.”
The Chairman said there needed to be better dialogue
between Boards and regulators. He warned that very high
capital requirements have an impact on prices and what
insurers will be able to offer to consumers.
Afonso Mendonca Reis, founder of Portugal’s Mentes
Emprendedoras, an organization for Portuguese youth,
noted that the World Economic Forum’s Global Risk
Landscape classified risk as economic, environmental,
geopolitical, societal, and technological — all of concern
to insurers. He said trust was necessary if stakeholders
in the insurance industry are to work together to tackle
global risk, but that trust, he said, is being undermined.
Former Head of Insurance and Pensions at the European
Commission (EC) and now a college professor, Karel
van Hulle, provided what long time IAIS watchers could
consider a remarkably conciliatory speech. During his time
with the EC, he had been a strong voice for Solvency II,
often debating the NAIC leadership on the subject.
Here, however, van Hulle said that regulators should not
try to regulate everything and should instead look to learn
by doing. He called for regulators to go with a bottom-up
approach and praised proportionality as encouraging
diversity and guarding against concentration. Few people
outside the insurance world understood the insurance
business model, he said, and he called on those assembled
to learn from each other.
Supervisory challenges, he said, included increased
complexity that would affect resources and cause
outsourcing of enforcement and data collection and
handling. He said dialogue between supervisors and the

supervised was an essential feature of a risk-based regime
and called for preventive supervision as opposed to just
handling problems as they arise.
Group supervision needed to be organized practically, the
former EC employee said. But as for the model, he said we
do not yet know which is best. For example, he said there
are commonalities between insurance and banking that
could be integrated for efficiency.
In words that might have echoed those expressed by
the US officials he used to debate, van Hulle urged that
regulators looking at risk-based capital and solvency not
hide problems behind what he called a smokescreen of
words. While he was pro-capital, he urged them to go
step by step.
US consumer representative Birny Birnbaum noted that
this panel on regulation did not include a consumer
representative. He said that the dialogue should include
not just regulators and the regulated, but also consumers.
The Chairman said that a statutory consumer panel was
part of the regulatory structure in the United Kingdom.
As the professor also endorsed transparency for
consumers, on the giant screen showing tweets from
various organizations and other attendees, a tweet by
ABIR read, “K van Hulle moves from Sol II advocate to
conciliator.”
Dave Snyder of PCI asked what supervisors should do to
encourage diversity. The first panelist replied that part of
a crisis was due to banks all having the same risk models.
“The one thing regulators must avoid doing is getting it
into their heads that there is one right model,” he said,
warning that regulators should not all use the same
mousetraps.
Different techniques were required for different markets
and sectors, van Hulle said, citing microinsurance for less
developed markets.
The UK Chairman closed by noting that low interest rates
represented an ongoing challenge for the entire system,
including insurance.
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Interest rate environment still a
major concern

Insurers have had to adjust their business models
because of the effect of the prolonged low interest rate
environment, speakers at a panel on “Capital Markets
and Business Models in a Challenging Interest Rate
Environment” agreed. Products with guarantees were the
most likely to be affected.
The group Chief Executive Officer of Britain’s largest
publicly traded insurance company said his company
had had a new focus on products, execution, and a
global approach. In response to the interest rate issue,
his company had developed new products without
guarantees. Products with guarantees had also been priced
appropriately and consumers educated.
Investors and policyholders have learned since the crisis.
The guarantees are worth something and are more willing
to pay, Thiam said. He noted a shift in product mix, saying
that with it at his company, protection products have gone
from 9% to 30% of sales.
Geographical diversity also helped. The global approach
allowed for a balancing of risk, he said. For example, the
combination of older Western consumers and younger
consumers in emerging markets was a natural way to
mitigate risk.
Ernesto Rios of the Chilean Insurance and Securities
Authority said an informal regulatory survey showed
widely lower interest rates in Latin America, but the impact
varied because of the lack of guaranteed products in some
jurisdictions. His own country had issues, he said, with
concerns about the impact of the continued low interest
rate situation on industry solvency and also on the level of
pensions being offered to consumers.
Merel van Vroonhoven, Chairman of the Executive Board
of the Autoriteit Financiele Markten of the Netherlands
said life insurance is struggling very hard at the moment.

The question was how do you know insurance still
functions and your interest, van Vroonhoven said. She
thought business models really needed to be changed in
order for the industry to survive.
How do you make sure in times of survival that you are
focused on the needs of customers, she asked. As a
supervisor, her concerns included product design, with the
need to make sure products are designed properly with tail
risk and others taken into account. She expressed concern
that the system as it is right now will not be durable and
that some risk would be transferred to individuals.
The Chief Executive Officer for reinsurance of a large
Swiss reinsurance company, noted there had been lots of
pressure for yield, thus lots of capital was pouring into
catastrophe bonds and margins were decreasing to reflect
this. He found worrying, he said, that “this is the new
new thing,” referring to leveraging for reinsurance. He
criticized US regulators for allowing opaque transactions by
some reinsurers and allowing reinsurers to follow what he
described as a flawed model created by one of America’s
most famous investors and conglomerate leaders.
“I personally think this is ludicrous as a model,” he said,
adding that he thought long duration would lead to runoff
companies. “I personally don’t see this huge disruption
that people talk of in reinsurance.”
“Why is innovation going so slowly in the insurance
industry?” asked van Vroonhoven.
What is needed is better dialogue, and responsible
dialogue between regulators and regulated entities, the
UK group CEO responded. He noted that as his company
expanded its geographic reach, 91% of the profits were
still in the United Kingdom.
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Resolution planning a work in process

The current supervisory system is not necessarily ready to
deal with a big resolution crisis caused by the potential
failure of a large complex firm, Felix Neufeld of German
regulator BaFin told the panel entitled “Recovery and
Resolution: Challenges for Supervisors and Insurers.”
Nufeld extolled the virtues of resolution plans, saying a
resolution plan was not just a living will, but a document
for living. It helps those who created it understand the
company itself better, Neufeld said. Issues surrounding
current resolution plans include confidentiality, he added.
The Chief Executive Officer of a large Dutch insurance
group said companies have been working for quite
some time on recovery and resolution planning. He said
approaches being developed by supervisors more and
more were mirroring or developed from those used for
banks. Insurers are not banks, he said.

He told the group that there were lots of differences
regulators needed to keep in mind as they thought about
recovery plans, including the fact that insurers do not fail
in a short period of time, but have more time than banks.
He expressed the fear that the size of the exposure to what
is seen is not traditional insurance businesses could lead
to G-SII designation. He said that unlike banks, size alone
does not make an insurer a systemic risk.
A member of a major multinational consulting firm said the
lack of a common framework for policyholder protection
hindered resolution planning.
The Dutch CEO said the lesson we learned in 2008 was
that capital was not always available. Buffers were needed
for liquidity and then capital. He did warn against too
much capital or too much liquidity, saying that consumers
will be the ones paying for that.

“Unlike banks, size alone does not make an insurer a systemic risk.”
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IMF: Governance a major risk factor

Michaela Erbenova, Financial Supervision and Regulation Division, International Monetary Fund
Photo courtesy of the IAIS

“What has changed is a growing understanding since
the crisis of ‘good supervision’ in jurisdictions,” the
International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) Michaela Erbenova,
head of its Financial Supervision and Regulation Division,
told the panel entitled “New Approaches to Governance of
Insurers.”
Erbenova said the IMF now has a more focused and
in-depth assessment approach, with robust peer review
and the expectation of publication of results. The IMF
found that governance and decision-making failures had
been one of the primary sources of the financial crisis,
she said.
Much had been achieved on standard-setting but work
remained to be done on implementation, with supervisors
needing to be proactive to tackle emerging risks and
refine supervisory tools to effectively assess governance

frameworks and risk management process practices, her
presentation noted.
According to the IMF, empirical analyses showed a
strong link between governance and risk taking. Major
risk variables included the characteristics of a company’s
board, its risk management program and structure, its
executive compensation structure, and ownership type.
IMF assessments revealed that all jurisdictions were either
largely or fully observant of ICP 4 on licensing, and 80% of
jurisdictions assessed were largely or fully observant of ICP
5 on the suitability of persons.
Similar high observance rates were observed for ICP 8
covering risk management and internal controls with
approximately 20% of assess jurisdictions observant and
another 60% largely observant. Approximately 40% of
19

jurisdictions were observant of the corporate governance
ICP 7, with 50% partially observant. Concerns there are
included that the expectations of the board were not
always clear, and that remuneration policies and practices
were not all in place.

Erbenova said a focus on risk culture by both firms and
supervisors was important going forward as risks shift to
nonbanks, and the regulatory reform agenda needed to be
implemented along with strengthened standards.

Less progress had been made with ICP 23 covering
groupwide supervision. She said less than 50% of
jurisdictions assessed were either observant or largely
observant and 10% were not observant at all.
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Supervisory Cooperation Subcommittee
sunsets with popular supervisory
colleges paper

Photo courtesy of the IAIS

A victim of the reorganization at the IAIS, the Supervisory
Cooperation Subcommittee exited stage left on a high
note. Its last meeting not only heard of successes with
the multilateral memorandum of understanding (MMoU)
used to govern information exchange among regulators,
but also passed along a well-received application paper on
supervisory colleges to the next step in the process.
Subcommittee chair Michael Kehr of Germany told the
group that three new signatories had been added to
the MMoU, and seven are in the final approval stage.
The MMoU is used primarily for information exchange
at supervisory colleges. Currently, it has 42 signatories
representing more than 60% of worldwide market share.
The chair said that overall the MMoU was now in good
standing, and while further improvements may or may
not be possible, they would be difficult to achieve. Work
on the MMoU will now pass to the Signatories Working
Group and to the Insurance Working Group.
The Supervisory Colleges Application Paper would probably
be passed to the Insurance Working Group and was to

be approved by the Implementation Committee. The
paper was intended to be a practical guide to supervisory
colleges, advisory and nonbinding.
Dave Snyder of the Property Casualty Insurers Association
of America (PCI) called the paper a “terrific piece of work”
and thanked the subcommittee for the opportunity for
observers to participate. He asked if the paper were clear
enough that the confidentiality protections contained
therein also apply to non-supervisors. Speaking about
the need for emphasis on the importance of group
communication, Snyder told the group appreciatively, “You
have done that.”
Kehr responded to Snyder’s comments by saying that to
the extent cooperation agreements were binding, they
would be binding on non-supervisors, but the paper
concentrated on supervisors.
Noting this was the last meeting of the subcommittee, the
chair said, “I benefited very much from the discussions we
had with industry.”
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EU-US Forum: Reinsurance may be just the
start for covered agreements

A covered agreement on reinsurance may be the next
achievement of the EU-U.S. insurance project, the
EU-US Forum was told, with Steve Ryan of the European
Commission hinting that a covered agreement could happen
in the new year.
FIO Director Michael McRaith said that a covered agreement
on group supervision and confidentiality was also being
explored, and reminded the forum that covered agreements
could preempt state laws. He offered reassurances that any
agreement would be thoroughly aired.
“We expect to have an extensive and ambitious consultative
process,” McRaith said, mentioning discussions with
Congressional committees and state regulators, among
others, as an expected part of that process.
Addressing confidentiality concerns, a representative from
an English bank said, “For the most part, there is not a
huge problem there.” He called the IAIS MMoU the optimal
solution, noting that it covered 42 countries with 60% of
premiums written. Nonetheless, there was room for growth,

with only five US signatories of the 56 NAIC members, and
13 of the 28 EU states having signed on to the MMoU.
Senator Ben Nelson, Chief Executive Officer of the NAIC,
said one priority was pushing the states to sign on to the
MMoU. He mentioned legal uncertainty regarding some
aspects of extending a covered agreement. Pennsylvania
Insurance Commissioner Michael Consedine seconded
that, saying there were concerns about the effects of a
covered agreement on state laws and on consumers.
The forum was told that the Reinsurance Association of
America and other reinsurance groups including the Global
Reinsurance Forum supported the reinsurance covered
agreement.
Brad Kading of the Association of Bermuda Insurers and
Reinsurers (ABIR) told the panel that the lack of consistency
among supervisory colleges was a real issue with ABIR
members, along with being asked to waive confidentiality.
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EU-US Forum: Group supervision
still evolving

Capital is one tool, but should not be the only one in the
arsenal of a group supervisors, panelists in a discussion on
“Developments in Group Supervision” were told.
Discussing his personal experience with group supervision,
the Head of Global Regulatory and Federal Reserve
Supervision for a large US insurer subject to supervision in
multiple jurisdictions, said that his company’s relationship
with the Federal Reserve has evolved over time to
being extremely cooperative, collaborative, deep, and
constructive.
He said that the Fed’s supervision is at every level,
including capital, governance, resolution, and recovery.
He opined that with the scrutiny, long-term, “We will be a
better disciplined entity.”
Tom Mutton of the Prudential Regulation Authority of the
Bank of England said that for the Bank of England, the
overriding purpose for group supervision was to protect
policyholders. He said that the group supervision approach
has evolved, but that did not remove the need for strong
legal entity supervision.
Even within the EU, Mutton said practical implementation
of group supervision is done differently in individual
jurisdictions. He said the insurance group directive was
supplementary to individual legal entity supervision at the
Bank of England.
Mutton told the forum that Solvency II was not there to
protect creditors as is often thought, and they would be
subordinated to policyholders. He called group capital,
including the availability and transferability, a major
question for every group supervisor.
Whether group membership was a positive or negative
should be a threshold question, he said. Solvency measures
are merely an enabler for effective group supervision, and
nonfinancial risk must also be considered, he said.

The Chief Risk Officer for a large German reinsurer said
group supervision and supervisory colleges were set up
very differently across Europe, he had found. He said they
had to be harmonized. There needed to be consistency
as group supervision moved to a global scale, or it may
encourage a tendency to move businesses under the roof
of the lead supervisor.
On regulatory conflicts, the large insurance company
representative said he saw the Fed as a systemic regulator
with the states protecting policyholders. He did not see a
conflict.
Panel chair, Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner Michael
Consedine asked what has become a threshold question
about group supervision for US stakeholders: is capital
fungible? He said there were significant concerns from the
US perspective.
Mutton called on regulators to say no to excessive
prudence with capital. He said it was natural that capital
would get ring fenced, and the only way for this to be
resolved is during group supervisory colleges. He called
for frequent discussions within the colleges with proper
assessments.
The representative of a large US insurer called for a
broader regulatory focus, not just on capital. He said there
could be endless regulation and endless requirements for
capital, but what could not be regulated was culture and
behavior. He said that his company was comfortable that
99.9% of the time they had the best culture and ethics,
but with 63,000 employees, that still meant a potential 63
bad actors.
Mutton agreed, saying capital is a sentinel but something
much more forward-looking was needed.

“For us, setting capital is not just about rules…but also
thinking about a wider range of measures such as ORSA,”
he said.
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EU-US Forum: ORSA has value for all

ORSA is the perfect connection to our strategic planning
process, Marco Vet, Chairman of the Chief Risk Officer
Forum told the EU-US Forum. But while ORSAs may add
value to both the insurer and the supervisor, both insurers
and supervisors are also still working on how to make the
system work best.
Sandrine Lemery, First Deputy Secretary General, ACPR,
Banque de France, told the group that last year, her agency
received seven ORSAs on a voluntary basis. So far this year
they had received 400. The goal at the Banque de France,
she said, was to make sure ORSAs created value to the
company as well as to supervisors. She called for ORSAs to
have practical recommendations and to not be limited, but
to cover different areas.

The most effective ORSA, she thought, would not be for
specialists by specialists, or a pat on the back saying all is
well, but a basis for natural dialogue between regulators
and insurers.
Iowa Insurance Commissioner Nick Gerhardt said ORSAs
will be at the heart of supervisory colleges in many cases.
US state regulators are working to maintain confidentiality
and remove duplication in ORSA filings, he told the forum.
Vet’s advice to companies filing their first ORSA: “Keep it
simple…Try to stay close to what you are as a company.”

To read more on the ORSA Report, pick up
a copy of Your ORSA filing: Is it ready?
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